Jordan is a 9th grader and has been at All Souls since he was seven. He lives
on the Upper West Side with his parents and younger brother, Hudson.
There have been several notable constants in Jordan’s life since he was a
young boy. One is baseball; he has played for the West Side Little League
for 10 seasons and is now on their travel team, the Hawks. Another is
history; Jordan has been a voracious reader of history of all kinds since his
grandfather introduced him to his collection of civil war history books in
second grade. A third constant is Spanish and Latin American
culture. Jordan attended the Spanish-English dual language program for 6
years at PS 87, delivering his class speech in Spanish at his fifth grade
graduation.
Jordan has also grown up a regular kid. You can find him at the playground
shooting hoops or in his room playing video games. He is a sports fan,
cheering for the Yankees and UNC Tar Heels. And he loves the water and
the outdoors, taking up backpacking during the pandemic.
One last thing about Jordan is that it’s hard to find him online, he’s not on
Instagram or facebook or snapchat – iso if you want to find him, try inperson!
Credo Statement~
Right now the world is faced with some of its greatest threats. We are
in the middle of a historic pandemic that has killed millions, and threatens
the lives of millions more as it runs almost uncontested throughout many
parts of the world such as India, Brazil, and America. We are also faced
with the threat of a massive climate crisis that as well threatens millions of
lives and could end civilization as we know it.
So how do we end these issues? The answer lies in our decisions and
how we make them. Every day we make decisions. They can be as small as
choosing a cup of coffee in the morning to choosing a college. But most of
the time we think about the impact the decisions will have on us. But
instead, if we judged our actions, and decisions not on how they impact us
and our future but also on how they impact the people around us, and also
the environment we live in then we could make meaningful impact, and
help end these terrible problems. If we all consciously try to base our
decisions on the impact they have on other people then we would be able to
positively impact the world around us, and we would be able to fight some

of the greatest threats to mankind, and this is what I believe Jesus taught
his followers. He tried to tell us that our decisions not only impact us but
the whole world. For example, if we all consider the impact that keeping
our lights on after we leave the house or making one’s company carbon
neutral even if this costs you money, then that one decision would move us
one more step in the direction of fighting climate change. All in all, I believe
that if we all judge our actions differently then we would be able to
positively impact the world, and create true everlasting change, even if we
don’t realize it at the moment.

